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The Non-Legal Role of International Human Rights Law in Addressing Immigration

Lesley Wexler†

Current domestic and international law relating to immigration, particularly that favored by countries that draw large number of migrants,1 tends to favor law enforcement over human rights approaches.2 The response to September 11th has exacerbated this tendency to promote law enforcement and security paradigms at the expense of human rights frameworks both at home and abroad.3 In effect, this heightened attention to security means that many states focus on the control of movement across borders through measures such as enhanced penalties for trafficking and unlawful entry, as well as increased funding for border patrols,4 while they devote relatively few resources to the promotion and defense of migrants’ human rights.5

Despite these tendencies, this paper contends that international law has contributed to the development of a human rights discourse and framework applicable to migrants. For instance, in the last twenty-five years, the international community crafted the UN Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who
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5 Id at 12.
Are Not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live, the UN Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Their Families, and the Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking. International institutions also created the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the human rights of migrants and hosted the 2001 World Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination and Related Intolerance.

Yet many lament the uselessness of soft law's aspirations, the difficulties of getting states to join treaties, and question whether treaties and other international law instruments constrain states' and individuals' behavior. For instance, Judge Sergio Garcia Ramirez declared in an advisory opinion dealing with undocumented migrants that "announcing rights without providing guarantees to enforce them is useless. It becomes a sterile formulation that sows expectations and produces frustrations."6 This paper responds to such critics by suggesting that such concerns overlook some of international law's potentially important non-legal functions as well as its less traditional, more indirect movement into domestic practice. In particular, this paper hypothesizes that international human rights treaties that deal specifically with migrants' rights (hereafter referred to as "immigration human rights treaties") may provide some small but meaningful gains for migrants by: (1) influencing non-binding regional processes; (2) contributing to the development and dissemination of best practices; and (3) producing and codifying a human rights discourse. If such an account is correct, the emphasis on whether states formally adopt international law obscures some of the less obvious benefits of developing immigration human rights treaties and their related regimes.

This paper proceeds in three sections. First, it briefly sketches out the need for the protection of migrants' human rights. Rather than provide a lengthy defense of human rights, this paper presumes their general value as well as their value within the more particularized immigration context7 and instead identifies the more common and egregious human rights viola-

---


7 While many scholars have lodged serious critiques of human rights, such as that they embody a western perspective, are too vague, and focus too heavily on political and civil rights rather than social and economic rights, this paper relies on those that have answered these critiques elsewhere.
tions faced by migrants. In so doing, this first section details some of the harms faced by all migrants, as well as those more relevant to trafficked and smuggled individuals.

This paper uses the push-pull hypothesis of immigration to document and explain the recent migration explosion. This theory suggests that receiving countries possess “pull” factors such as relative economic, social, and political advantages that draw migrants in whereas sending countries suffer economic, social, and political hardships that “push” migrants out. Given these forces, the international community unsurprisingly developed legal arrangements to deal with the implications of such widespread migration. The next section provides a brief history and some details about a subset of these international arrangements, immigration human rights treaties and their related regimes.

In the final section, the article develops the three main hypotheses, and in so doing draws from three distinct literatures. First, the article suggests that treaties can be agenda-setting for non-binding regional processes. While political science scholars have begun looking at the effects of such processes more generally, few international law scholars address this phenomenon. This paper hopes to spur some interdisciplinary discourse by suggesting that nonbinding regional processes create a pathway by which international law may reach and influence even those states skeptical about joining international treaty regimes. Non-binding regional processes allow such states to discuss the ideas behind the treaties and cherry pick those provisions best suited to their internal conditions without forcing them to commit to the treaty itself.

Second, the article investigates the way in which immigration human rights treaties may contribute to the development and dissemination of best practices. In so doing, this paper draws on the best practices literature that emerged from the corporate context. While international law scholarship and international law practitioners have already incorporated the concept of best practices, this paper further develops the relationship between its theoretical foundations in domestic law and its application in the international human rights context.

Third, this paper conjectures that treaties assist in the production and codification of a human rights discourse. It relies on insights from psychology to demonstrate why language and rhetoric might guide state and individual behavior. It suggests that a change in the framing of the migration problem can alter actual practice. In particular, this paper looks at language's contribution to societies' pervasive moral disengagement from migrants and how that disengagement facilitates the violation of their human rights. It also explores language's potential to reverse this process of disengagement.

Finally, this paper concludes with a snapshot of Italian immigration policy as a case study. Italy provides a discrete example of how international treaties can influence domestic legislation and also highlights some of the difficulties in promoting and enforcing migrants' human rights. This section assesses the role of international law in guiding domestic legislation. It also provides some preliminary evidence about the limitations in implementing such legislation as well as documenting the tangible benefits provided to migrants.

I. INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND HARMS

Migration poses frequent and significant problems for those that undertake it and those they leave behind. Currently, migrant workers and their families comprise about 80–97 million people. This number includes approximately four million smuggled migrants and another 600–800 thousand trafficked persons. Those individuals that choose to migrate generally do so in the belief that migration will help them provide for the "safety, dignity and well-being of themselves and their families." The numerous reasons for this rapid expansion in migration include armed violence, ethnic and racial conflict, globalization, and environmental degradation in push countries. They also include greater employment and educational opportunities

---

9 Taran, 38 Intl Migration at 10 (cited in note 4).
12 Taran, 38 Intl Migration at 12 (cited in note 4).
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as well as more expansive religious, political, social, and cultural freedoms in pull countries.

Migrant workers often exist on the margins of their new societies. The plight of migrant workers encompasses all sorts of problems: dangers inherent in smuggling or trafficking; violations of rights in law enforcement of border control; poor living conditions; forced labor; dirty, dangerous, and degrading working conditions; sexual, physical, and emotional abuse; and the inability to get redress from state officials. Even documented migrant workers must contend with employers who routinely charge illegal fees, violate overtime pay laws, and provide wages beneath contractual agreements—if they provide them at all. These migrants often suffer significant limitations on the freedom of their movement and high rates of work-related accidents and injuries.

Numerous factors contribute to the discrimination, mistreatment, and violence that plague migrants. Domestic populations often blame migrants for lowering wages and increasing crime. Their presence seemingly threatens the perceived homogeneity or cohesiveness of a local population. Migrants' very "otherness" may facilitate their exploitation, as societies tend to overlook the mistreatment of those already meaningfully excluded from the community. Their foreignness makes them both easy to distinguish from local populations and wary of seeking police protection or legal redress because they fear expulsion or other mistreatment at the hands of the authorities. Such concerns are well founded—as in many places the authorities themselves often participate in human trafficking enterprises.


15 Id. Such injuries stem from both their willingness to take riskier work and their limited understanding of safety warnings provided in a non-native language.


make community organizing, unionization, and other collective action difficult, if not impossible.\textsuperscript{20} Because they cannot vote, are poorly organized, and fear government mistreatment, migrant workers possess limited opportunities to influence domestic legislation.\textsuperscript{21}

Of particular note, although currently men slightly outnumber women, the trend is towards the feminization of migration. Both push and pull factors favor this shift. On the push side, gender inequality and discrimination often cause the burdens of poverty and armed conflict to fall disproportionately on women. On the pull side, employers prefer to fill domestic positions and service jobs with women who are thought to be more patient and more willing to silently suffer substandard working conditions.\textsuperscript{22} Such positions often provide less economic security and fewer benefits than other jobs available to migrants.\textsuperscript{23} A similar shift can be detected in the increase in the number of child migrants.\textsuperscript{24} Both trends are worrisome as the problems of migration are often compounded for women and children who may be trafficked for domestic labor or sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{25} In addition, many individuals are re-trafficked numerous times, creating a vicious cycle.\textsuperscript{26}

Empirical evidence suggests the widespread and endemic nature of the various harms experienced by migrants. The UN special rapporteur on the human rights of migrants recently

\textsuperscript{25} See The President’s Intergovernmental Council on Women, U.S. Dept of State, \textit{Pressing Forward to Stop Trafficking in Women and Children} 1 (2000). That being said, it is important to remember many other types of labor trafficking exist. Chuang, 13 Ind J Global Legal Stud at 154 (cited in note 17).
commented that migrants confront "a continuing deterioration in the[ir] human rights situation."

Migrants themselves report a rising level of violence, though those figures may be evidence of enhanced human rights monitoring. Nor does migration seem likely to decrease, given low birth rates in pull countries and tumultuous conditions in push countries. Moreover, the spread of globalization increases short-term pressures for migration. Even if domestic situations in push countries improve over the long term, those individuals who face relative deprivation as compared to their fellow citizens are still likely to migrate. Such ongoing developments warrant serious and sustained international attention to the plight of migrants.

II. INTERNATIONAL LAW AT THE INTERSECTION OF MIGRATION AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Migrants now generally receive greater protections under international human rights law than under domestic law. While much international law governs migrants and their families, including consular protections, bilateral immigration treaties, and universal human rights instruments, the explicit intersection of international human rights law and migration occurred only recently. As late as 1983, no international agreement existed on the basic human rights of undocumented or irregular migrants. The rapid proliferation of both legal and illegal migration, however, has increased international attention to and cooperation on this issue. This section briefly outlines the most relevant inter-

---

32 These universal human rights treaties include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights and the International Convention on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights.
33 See Joan Fitzpatrick, Trafficking as a Human Rights Violation: The Complex Intersection of Legal Frameworks for Conceptualizing and Combating Trafficking, 24 Mich J Intl L 1143, 1145 (2003) (describing that these are relatively new developments despite the obvious linkages to the long standing international human rights norms that emerged to combat the white slavery practice).
national human rights law governing this area and the related institutions and frameworks that have grown up around this area of law. While much international human rights law governs all people and thus *de facto* governs all migrants, this paper focuses on those instruments and regimes that explicitly acknowledge their application to migrants.35

A. International Labour Organization

The International Labour Organization ("ILO") possesses a longstanding commitment to migrants' rights36 which has ripened into an awareness of the related issues stemming from trafficking, forced labor, child migrants, and the ill-treatment of undocumented workers. The ILO was the first international organization to provide human rights protections to migrants.37 In preparing for the Treaty of Versailles after World War One, the prevailing parties created the Commission on International Labour Legislation which included the jurisdiction to devise measures to protect migrant workers.38 The Commission drafted the ILO's constitution, a progressive document which includes provisions that demonstrate a concern for the living and working conditions of migrant workers.39

Yet because of state sovereignty concerns, the ILO did little to actively protect migrants in its early days. Any promotion of equal treatment of migrant workers was accomplished only under conditions of bilateral or multilateral reciprocity—no state would agree to protections of others' citizens without assurances that their own citizens would be so protected by other states.40 In 1949, however, the ILO reversed course and rejected the reciprocity requirement.41 Because such efforts received little support

35 I have also omitted regional and bilateral accords discussing human rights because this paper is of general application and the number of accords is too numerous. For a discussion of how migrant rights have been integrated into customary international law, see Hammer, 17 Netherlands Q Hum Rts at 5 (cited in note 21). This paper also leaves aside a separate framework which deals with refugees and asylum seekers. The linkage of refugees with human rights protections occurred much more explicitly much earlier such as with the Refugee Convention of 1951.
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40 Id at 690.

41 Id at 693.
from western countries then concerned about the ILO's potential inclusion of communist countries, the ILO shifted to the use of non-binding recommendations to encourage countries to adopt such protections. Over time, states have understood ILO Conventions to provide basic or fundamental workers' rights to all migrants regardless of their legal status.

In the 1970s, after a highly visible incident involving the suffocation of migrants in a car crossing the Italian-French border, the ILO began to denounce the trafficking of migrants. In 1975, the ILO drafted the Convention Concerning Migrations in Abusive Conditions and the Promotion of Equality of Opportunity and Treatment of Migrant Workers (No. 143). The Convention most notably obliged states to "respect the basic human rights of all migrant workers" as well as to take measures against organizations that smuggle, traffic, or employ illegal migrants, and to allow legal migrants equal treatment with nationals for employment, social security, and individual and collective freedoms. Given its perceived encroachment on state sovereignty and the ILO's unwillingness to accept states' reservations to the Convention, most states failed to join the treaty. This failure, along with other concerns such as the ILO's willingness to cut off remittances and its symbolic relationship with trade unions, caused states to divert the ILO's role in setting human rights standards to the United Nations.

---

43 Id.
44 Cholewinski, Migrant Workers in International Human Rights Law at 103 (cited in note 36).
45 Hasenau, 25 Intl Migration at 695 (cited in note 38).
47 Id at Art 3.
48 Id at Arts 8, 10, 12.
49 Cholewinski, Migrant Workers in International Human Rights Law at 91 (cited in note 36).
51 Id at 699–702. Even so, the ILO continues to engage in the application of the human rights discourse to migrant workers. For instance, in November 2003, the ILO committee addressed a complaint arising out of the 2002 Supreme Court decision in Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc v NLRB, 535 US 137 (2002). In that case, the Supreme Court denied backpay to an unauthorized worker unlawfully fired in violation of his NLRA rights. The ILO found the nonmonetary remedies inadequate and exhorted the United States to implement legislation to provide full monetary remedies to unauthorized workers. ILO, 332nd Report of the Committee on Freedom of Association 143–54 (Nov 2003), available at <www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/gb/docs/gb288/pdf/gb-7.pdf> (last visited Jan 23, 2007) (requesting the United States be kept informed of developments and
B. The United Nations

Given the United Nations' role in promoting human rights more generally, it unsurprisingly took an active role in determining and publicizing the human rights of migrants and their families. Like in other areas, the UN began with exploratory, aspirational soft law, moved to more binding agreements, and ultimately created institutions and designated personnel to help promote protections and to influence state and corporate behavior. UN influence reaches beyond human rights bodies and extends to law enforcement bodies which are often affected by UN human rights bodies and documents. This section provides a brief introduction to the most relevant documents and related regimes.

1. UN Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who Are Not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live.

In 1985, largely in response to the mass expulsion of Asians from Uganda, the UN General Assembly took an early step towards integrating migrants into the emerging human rights framework. The Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who Are Not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live emphasized that all aliens should enjoy a multitude of rights including: life and security of person, the choice of a spouse, the ability to marry and found a family, freedom of thought and religion, and the power to transfer earnings abroad. The Convention granted other rights such as the right to leave the country and the freedom of movement, but allowed states to limit their appli-
cability through domestic laws necessary to "protect national security, public safety, public order, public health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others." Such a declaration imposes no binding legal duties on states, but this soft law initiated the UN's expansion into migrants' human rights. Ensuing UN conventions fleshed out many of the Declaration's dictates. Moreover courts often cite the declaration as support for a general principle of non-discrimination against aliens. As compared to the background of existing universal human rights, the Declaration provides only a few new particularized rights for migrants, such as the right to communicate with the consulate, the right to retain their own language, culture, and tradition, and the right to transfer earnings abroad. More importantly, it precipitated the institutionalization of migrants' human rights.

2. Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families.

This UN convention was opened for signature on December 18, 1990 and entered into force on July 1, 2003. Currently, thirty-four countries have ratified the convention. As no major pull state has joined the treaty, the UN's call for action on mi-

54 Id at Art 5-2, 5-3.
55 Id at Art 8.
56 For example, Art 5(1)(d)'s right to choose a spouse, marry, and found a family and Art 5(1)(f)'s right to retain one's language, culture, and tradition are both echoed in the Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families.
58 Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals at Art 10 (cited in note 53).
59 Id at Art 5-1(f).
60 Id at Art 5-1(g).
62 See id. For example, the United States seems unlikely to ratify the Convention as it would dictate a serious overhaul of many domestic statutes and court decisions. For instance, treaty ratification would require the overruling of Sure-Tan, Inc v NLRB, 467 US 883 (1984) and Hoffman Plastics Compounds, Inc, which both deny backpay to mi-
The ratification of the Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families ("CPRMWF"). The convention applies to all migrant workers and their families, although it draws some distinctions based on the migrant's status. The convention declares a list of human rights, including the freedom of individuals to leave any state and the right to enter and remain in their state of origin. The treaty also forbids slavery, forced or compulsory labor, and the arbitrary deprivation of property, while allowing freedom of religion and freedom of expression. Importantly, the treaty entitles migrant workers and their families to "effective protection by the state against violence, physical injury, threats and intimidation, whether by public officials or by private individuals, groups or institutions." If migrants are arrested, they shall be informed of the reasons and the charges and brought promptly before a judge as well as informed of their treaty rights. Other protections include the creation of a state duty to disseminate information in a migrant's native language including expulsion decisions, the right to compensation for unlawful expulsion, and a requirement for Congress to eliminate provisions criminalizing the hiring of an individual unauthorized to work in the United States. Most importantly, the United States would be forced to allow social services and other public benefits to regular alien workers and the possibility of expulsion would not preclude undocumented workers from receiving government benefits. Arthur C. Helton, The New Convention from the Perspective of a Country of Employment: The U.S. Case, 25 Intl Migration Rev 848, 851 (2001).
ment that states account for humanitarian considerations and length of time of residence in their expulsion decisions.\(^7\)

Although many have criticized the treaty for failing to address the complex forms of discrimination faced by migrant women, such as their vulnerability to sexual exploitation and occupational segregation,\(^7\) the convention does at least provide for facially equal treatment of the sexes. Both Article 1 and Article 2 make clear that the convention's ambit includes women and forbids sex discrimination. The convention also prohibits "torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment"\(^8\) and contains a ban on slavery and forced or compulsory labor,\(^9\) provisions which can fairly be read to protect women from many forms of violence and sexual abuse. Admittedly, the treaty does nothing to address the fact that women usually end up in low-paying, gender-segregated occupations without the benefits of unionized workplaces, nor that they possess few opportunities for educational and occupational advancement.\(^8\) The treaty encompasses a first-wave anti-discrimination approach in focusing on equality of initial access rather than a second-generation anti-subordination approach that focuses on equality of outcomes.\(^8\) Yet even such basic protections represent progress by codifying some baselines beneath which states and individuals may not go and may provide a starting point from which to develop further, more nuanced rights and protections.


In 1999, the UN Commission on Human Rights created the mandate of the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the human rights of migrants.\(^8\) The Special Rapport-

---

\(^7\) Helton, 25 Intl Migration Rev at 855 (cited in note 62) (although continued detention of excludable aliens is permitted).

\(^7\) Sivakumaran, 36 Georgetown J Intl L at 140 (cited in note 3).

\(^8\) CPRMWF at Art 10 (cited in note 64).

\(^9\) Id at Art 11.

\(^8\) Hune, 25 Intl Migration Rev at 805 (cited in note 23).

\(^8\) The CPRMWF has also been harshly criticized by those supporting a strong human rights stance, arguing that the treaty cedes too much to the concerns of state sovereignty and that the treaty unfairly discriminates through its differential treatment of regular and irregular migrants. James A. R. Nafziger and Barry C. Bartel, *The Migrant Workers Convention: Its Place in Human Rights Law*, 25 Intl Migration Rev 771, 786 (1991).

The Special Rapporteur works within the greater UN human rights framework while maintaining a particular focus on the CPRMWF. The Special Rapporteur is also guided by ILO instruments and other applicable UN treaties. With such a focus, the Rapporteur pays specific attention to how the intersection of gender and age contributes to discrimination.

In 2005, the Rapporteur sent thirty-four communications to twenty-five states. These communications included information received from individual migrant workers and made reference to both group and individual situations. Some of the communications were drafted with the cooperation of other special rapporteurs. The report revealed the variety of human rights violations perpetrated against migrant workers, including sexual assault and abuse of domestic workers, mistreatment by manpower agencies, long periods of detention, mass expulsions, and the lack of legal representation. At least fourteen states responded to specific allegations.

The future attention of the Rapporteur will be directed to addressing the problems of irregular immigrants and in particu-

(last visited Jan 26, 2007). In 2005, the mandate was extended for an additional three years.

83 Id.
84 See Bustamente, Specific Groups and Individuals: Migrant Workers at 4, 8 (cited in note 14).
85 Id at 2.
86 Id at 7.
88 Id at 5, 9 (including communications produced about violence against women; on trafficking in persons, especially in women and children; and contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, and xenophobia and related intolerance).
89 Id.
lar, calling on states to explicitly recognize the demand for migrant labor in order to preempt the emergence of xenophobic and racist anti-immigrant ideologies. He will undertake an effort to empirically assess this linkage through data demonstrating the level of acceptance for immigrant labor, indicators of change in anti-immigrant ideologies, and statistics on crimes committed against migrants and sanctions imposed. The Rapporteur has also emphasized the importance of positive representation of migrants.

4. 2001 World Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance.

In September 2001, the UN sponsored the Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance in Durban, South Africa, where delegates attempted to integrate human rights and law enforcement approaches to immigration. The resulting Durban declaration includes numerous references to migrants and explicitly recognizes the intersection of racial, gender, and migrant discrimination. It labels slavery and trafficking as human rights abuses and calls on states to end them. It also implores states to eliminate any immigration policies inconsistent with the full protection of human rights. The declaration takes affirmative steps to include migrants as part of a shared humanity by recognizing their positive social and cultural contributions.

Several of the conference papers focused on migration. These papers emphasized migration as raising "critical issues of identity and difference, and of Self and Other." They lauded international human rights treaties, but decried their lack of en-

90 See Bustamente, Specific Groups and Individuals: Migrant Workers at 11 (cited in note 14).
91 Id at 14.
94 See id at 8–9.
95 See id at 10.
96 See id at 11.
98 Id at 7.
They emphasized the need for treaty ratification, domestic implementing legislation, and human rights education. They also called for the determination of best practices and regional cooperation. Some concrete steps resulted from this conference as evidenced by police training workshops in Thailand and community based children’s rights education in Cambodia.

5. Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking.

In 2002, the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights ("UNHCHR") submitted the Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking to the UN Economic and Social Council. Once again, the UN placed human rights at the center of "all efforts to prevent and combat trafficking and to protect and provide redress to victims." In order to achieve this goal, the guidelines recommend the creation of monitors to assess the human rights impact of anti-trafficking measures along with state reporting requirements. The principles respond to developments in domestic law, for example, the guidelines pick up on new domestic provisions giving protection to trafficking victims in order to facilitate willingness to testify against their handlers. Other requirements include developing state capacity to identify trafficking, standardizing and cooperating over data collection, harmonizing national legal definitions and frameworks, providing protection to trafficked persons, developing root-cause approaches to trafficking, and special measures for child victims of trafficking. The guidelines also call for greater access to remedies, including civil remedies and the right to remain in the country during relevant proceedings. The guidelines also target state involvement in trafficking via law enforcement officials and peacekeepers and other humanitarian and diplomatic personnel.

99 Id at 10.
100 Id at 22.
103 Id at 3.
104 Id at 5.
105 Id at 6–7.
6. Concluding thoughts on international law.

By way of caveat, this paper fully acknowledges the numerous weaknesses and shortcomings of international law and of these international human rights laws in particular. Many of the aforementioned human rights statements are merely hortatory without even a pretense of binding state or private behavior. States may sign on to these declarations without incurring any meaningful legal obligations. Those instruments that do legally bind states suffer from incomplete membership, weak enforcement measures, and limited resources for implementation. As mentioned earlier, no pull countries and few push countries have ratified the CPRMWF. Other human rights instruments designed to help migrants also have few members and many reservations to major substantive provisions. States rarely recognize such instruments as creating individual rights that can be vindicated in international or domestic courts. Reliance on the naming and shaming function of these treaties proves difficult as states rarely file reports in a timely manner, if they file them at all. Such reports are often cursory and provide little new information to human rights bodies and the international community at large. In addition, international law’s protections are often so vague or so watered down by concerns for state sovereignty, that they provide little direction to policy makers. Even in those international law regimes with more direct enforcement mechanisms, state implementation of protections is quite limited.

Such criticisms need not be devastating. Soft international law often, though not always, serves as a way station for harder

---


107 Nafziger and Bartel, 25 Intl Migration Rev at 785 (cited in note 81).


109 For example, in the wake of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act which calls for states to report new legislation on trafficking, only a handful have done so despite the fact that many have also ratified the CPRMWF and the Palermo Protocols around the same time. United States Department of State, *Trafficking in Persons Report* (June 2005), available at <http://www.state.gov/g/tip/rls/tiprpt/2005/46608.htm> (visited Mar 29, 2007).
international law agreements. Even poor implementation and weak enforcement might be a preferable second best option, providing more gains to migrants than a world without international human rights law. While the direct benefits of such law are addressed elsewhere, this paper suggests that traditional scholarship criticizing the weaknesses of immigration human rights treaties overlooks some of the non-legal functions international human rights law may serve. Although recognizing the shortcomings of international law serves an important function, the perfect ought not become the enemy of the good.

III. THE NON-TRADITIONAL ROLE OF IMMIGRATION HUMAN RIGHTS TREATIES

This paper identifies four important functions of international humanitarian law that do not rely on ratification and participation in its regimes. First, immigration human rights treaties can create a framework and a menu for regional consultative processes. Second, international human rights laws and their related regimes may also act as an information locus: forcing states to divulge information, educating states, NGOs and civil society about the contours of the problem, and disseminating evidence and compilations of best practices. Third, human rights discourse can help preclude and combat citizens' moral disengagement from the plight of migrants. Such discourse can overcome a focus on the status of migrants by emphasizing their connection to the community. Human rights discourse may also negate the fundamental attribution error that encourages victim-blaming and in turn allows for ill treatment of migrants. In discussing these functions, this paper draws on three distinct literatures often overlooked in the immigration context: political science's recognition of the role of regional consultative processes; corporate governance and the use of best practices; and psychology's description and treatment of moral disengagement and blame attribution theory. Finally, the paper also suggests that international law can provide a first step for the recognition of new protections which may be implemented in domestic law through the regular legislative process.

A. Regional and International Consultative Processes

Given the limits on existing state solutions and the need for multilateral cooperation,111 many states increasingly use regional and international approaches to develop their migration policies.112 One prominent new strategy involves states' employment of regional consultative processes ("RCPs"). These informal, non-binding fora allow states to share information, develop a common understanding of migration issues, and lay the foundation for later domestic legislative action.113 RCPs' regional orientation and interactions with each other may also facilitate the harmonization of state policies and practices.114

Many RCPs deal specifically with migration issues. They include the Intergovernmental Consultations on Asylum, Refugees and Migration Policies (Europe, North America, and Australia), the Puebla Process (Northern and Central America), the Manila Process (Asia), the Migration Dialogue for Southern Africa115 and the Soderkoping Process (Eastern Europe). These groups meet regularly and are becoming part of established multilateral state practice.

RCPs play an important role in allowing states to incorporate immigration human rights instruments into their policy-making. Human rights treaty regimes often aim for universal membership, but the non-binding nature of RCPs, along with their policy of limiting membership116 may actually increase state involvement with international law. RCPs can encourage states to follow parts of a treaty they deem desirable, even if they have not ratified the treaties.117 Many RCPs view international law as agenda setting. For instance, Frederique Channac describes the role of RCPs as "[taking a] global approach to problem solving such as reminding states of their international legal obli-

112 Id at 371.
113 Id at 384.
114 Id at 371.
116 Id at 4.
117 Amanda Klekowski von Koppenfels, Informal but Effective: Regional Consultative Processes as a Tool in Managing Migration, 39 Intl Migration 61, 75 (2001) (noting that "the non-binding nature [of RCPs] may, in fact, encourage States to follow the general intentions of an agreement, while permitting them to find their own way and pace of doing so").
gations or presenting best practices on world-wide challenges like irregular migration." In so doing, he suggests RCPs provide a fora to aggregate data and train on international standards. So intergovernmental organizations such as the International Organization for Migration ("IOM") and the UNCHR often convene conferences and seminars for the RCPs to help develop their understanding of international law. The workshop culture allows an "in-depth exchange on specific, practical issues" and at least one RCP encourages bilateral meetings to further enhance cooperation.

Some early empirical evidence supports these contentions about RCPs' promotion of international law and international law norms. For instance, the Manila Process issued an official statement highlighting the need to protect migrants' human rights and the importance of the CPRMWF in facilitating this objective. Similarly, the Puebla Process includes an objective to ensure full respect for existing provisions of migrants' human rights. In order to achieve this objective, the Puebla Process conducted seminars on human rights that promote awareness of and ratification of the CPRMWF. These seminars have fostered concrete actions such as the development and elaboration of regional guidelines and the use of the UNCHR to conduct training exercises as well as the drafting of a human rights training proposal for migration officers.

Another promising example, the Soderkoping Process, uses human rights law to help set and disseminate best practices for migration policies and border migration. The Secretariat of

118 Channac and Thouez, Convergence and Divergence in Migration Policy at 11 (cited in note 115).
119 Id at 8.
120 Channac and Thouez, Shaping International Migration Policy at 382 (cited in note 111).
122 Channac and Thouez, Convergence and Divergence at 11 (cited in note 115).
127 Id.
the Soderkoping Process has emphasized the need for human rights training in the area of immigration and is actively researching international law. The Soderkoping Process has published a study on the human rights of undocumented migrants which provides an overview of the international human rights framework. It has already created action plans which “contain commitments in favor of specific actions to promote common values such as respect of democracy and human rights and minorities.” Over the long term, the Soderkoping Process also seeks to provide institutional support for “the strengthening of the capacity of national asylum, migration and border systems to deal with asylum, migration and border management related issues with adherence to human rights norms, EU standards and international standards.”

In addition to the purely regional groups, Switzerland initiated an international consultative mechanism, the Berne Initiative, which draws on the RCP model. The Berne Initiative includes eighty participating governments along with many NGOs and academics. The Berne Initiative seeks to provide a common reference document for a comprehensive migration policy, a policy framework for the development of administrative structures, an evaluation tool to assist states in reviewing and developing their own policies, and opportunities for training and capacity building for government officials. The Berne Initiative relies heavily on international law and has commissioned an expert study on migration and international legal norms. This compilation of effective practices draws on “existing legal princi-
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ples including those related to the protection of the rights of migrants." The Berne Initiative has also developed an International Agenda on International Migration and a non-binding policy framework to guide further actions.137

That being said, not all RCPs foster the integration of immigration human rights law. As the United States and other powerful actors can shape some RCPs' agendas, they can keep human rights off the table if they so desire.138 Similarly, the choice of particular government officials has limited most RCPs' discussions of human rights and few include representatives from civil society,139 although this design feature may be changing.140 Some skeptics have even suggested that the RCPs "coordinate[d] restrictive policies at the highest possible level, while agreeing to protect migrants at the lowest possible level."141 As many RCPs limit access to internal documents to participating governmental actors,142 assessing the veracity of this claim is difficult. Moreover, not all RCPs rely on immigration human rights treaties to guide their agendas. For instance, the Budapest Process seems more influenced by the law-enforcement approach of the Convention on Transnational Organized Crime.143 Thus, the Budapest
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Process focuses on the reduction of irregular migration and the harmonization of entry policies with some limited attention to refugee protections.\textsuperscript{144}

Thus, this paper hypothesizes that immigration human rights treaties are most likely to influence RCPs where some underlying state commitment to human rights already exists. The states in the RCPs have to be willing to put human rights on the agenda, but once that happens, RCPs provide fora that lower the costs of sharing information, developing best practices, and increasing states’ capacity to promote and enforce migrants’ human rights. Preliminary evidence supports some optimism about the role of at least some RCPs. Their nonbinding nature has accelerated information exchange among states.\textsuperscript{145} RCPs have changed some states’ perception of migration issues and even caused a few tangible legislative changes.\textsuperscript{146} Finally, many RCPs are developing detailed action plans with a human rights focus, which should guide future state policies.\textsuperscript{147} While scholars need to remain attentive to whether states implement such action plans, the RCPs have provided a new mechanism by which states can draw from international human rights law.

B. Best Practices
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cessful corporations, gave rise to the concept known as "best practices." The study's designers phrased these practices at a high level of generality rather than providing replicable corporate micro-policies. The study revolutionized corporate practices and has been particularly influential in corporate governance. The theory and lessons of best practices have recently been transplanted into various domestic and international law settings. In general, the development and implementation of best practices makes most sense in situations where (a) coordinating action yields large benefits or (b) underlying problems are "complex, resource-intensive, and open to a wide range of approaches." So, for instance, best practices have improved performance in both the antitrust context where coordination problems frequently arise, and the health care field where complexity predominates.

Immigration seems like a field ripe for the development and dissemination of best practices as migration is a complex, resource-intensive problem, with a variety of potential solutions. Many states, NGOs, and corporations are experimenting with different policies in this area, yet most states know little about existing or potential international human rights for migrant workers, much less how to best implement these rights. As many of the states plagued by human rights violations have limited resources, the use of best practices can help narrow the range of possible choices and lower the cost of designing policies to prevent and ameliorate these problems.

Immigration human rights treaties may prove to be a fruitful source of best practices. First, they create a rhetorical and institutional framework from which to develop and generate best practices. In theory, international law's aspirational and hortatory language guides what constitutes a best practice by creating
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and codifying shared goals and objectives.\textsuperscript{155} Second, once states identify such shared goals and objectives, treaty bodies and related conferences and rapporteurs can develop metrics to determine when those goals and objectives are satisfied. For example, some committed to developing immigration best practices explicitly view international law as both a framework and a metric setting device.

Reviewing the commitments made and goals set by governments in the [international law] agreements ... is important because it provides a framework within which we can discuss specific practices which assist in the settlement and integration of immigrants. In addition, these agreements represent efforts by governments to hold each other accountable. From a human rights perspective, the best ones aim at articulating and encouraging states to aim at a higher level of rights and protection for immigrants.\textsuperscript{156}

Finally, these same treaty bodies and related events may aggregate information and assess which domestic policies should be considered best practices.\textsuperscript{157} For instance, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization ("UNESCO") is developing a best practices database using "carefully documented case histories."\textsuperscript{158} In so doing, UNESCO considers the consistency of its best practices with the dictates of the CPRMWF.\textsuperscript{159} Moreover, the UNESCO approach to best practices focuses on human rights and the destructive impact of trafficking rather than the criminal aspects of illegal immigration.\textsuperscript{160}

Similarly, the IOM hosted an international regional workshop on "Best Practices Concerning Migrant Workers and their
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Families.” Thirty-four western hemisphere countries, including the United States, participated. One seminar within that workshop identified best practices as specific state programs within different areas. For example, the seminar listed Mexico-US cooperation on border protection to reduce crimes against migrants, Costa Rica’s decision to allow Nicaraguans renewable residence after Hurricane Mitch, the development of RCPs such as the Puebla Process, and programs designed to achieve immigration integration as promoted by the CPRMWF as best practices.

Such information can reach even non-ratifying countries. The best practices are often made publicly available on websites. Non-treaty members may also encounter such compilations at RCPs or through other international networking opportunities. Workshops aimed at capacity building are also likely to deploy such best practices.

Of course, this discussion raises the question of whether states need international law to develop best practices or whether states can look to purely domestic practices or other sources of international norms. This paper modestly claims that international law is necessary, rather than sufficient, to develop and disseminate best practices in this area. That being said, some evidence suggests that states might prefer best practices gleaned from international law more than other options. Interna-
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tional law regimes save on the costs of forcing each individual state to aggregate information about other states' domestic practices. In addition, without international or regional regimes, best practices of individual states are not often readily available.\textsuperscript{165} International law regimes are likely to have experts involved in developing the metrics for what counts as a best practice, whereas individual states may lack the resources to acquire the same degree of expert involvement. The ongoing nature of international law regimes also means they have the institutional capacity to update best practices and adjust for new circumstances. They often create fora to disseminate and discuss these practices. In addition, international law seems likely to foster the harmonization of state policies more quickly and easily than other sources. Given the states' need to constantly interact with one another on migration issues, such harmonization might prove quite helpful. So this paper hypothesizes that international law might be a particularly valuable source of best practices, but states and scholars should reserve their judgment until some time has passed and better empirical evidence is available.

Ultimately, the real inquiry is not whether immigration human rights treaties can influence best practices, as that seems very likely, but whether those best practices are themselves valuable. While a comprehensive examination of that question exceeds this paper's scope, this section introduces some of the main criticisms of the best practices concept, and attempts to show how they might be addressed in the immigration human rights context.

First, for example, if the relevant actors lack a shared consensus of what they wish to maximize, best practices are unlikely to satisfy varied preferences. In the corporate context, most parties agree on a main goal of wealth maximization—through profits and avoidance of liability—but many contexts, like immigration, require the balancing of multiple objectives. In the immigration context, states lack a consensus on the meaning or the objectives of best practices.\textsuperscript{166} International law can assist this process by providing external criteria to measure what counts as success and which approaches ought to be impermissible or disfavored. The very process of creating international law can help create consensus by forcing states to come to an agreement about what they value.
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Second, when programs are poorly implemented or when situations present overwhelming complexity, policymakers and information gatherers may fail to distill or to update what actually constitutes a best practice. For example, an entire corporate governance industry has developed to create and disseminate best practices. While these best practices lack binding authority, most corporations comply with them most of the time. Scholars have criticized the adoption of these best practices as many of the standards lack evidentiary support. Much empirical evidence suggests that the metrics chosen by larger corporate governance firms “do not reliably predict firm performance.” The failure of corporate governance best practices may be because either (1) corporate governance does not affect firm performance and thus best practices dictate a useless list to guide behavior or (2) the industry has improperly calibrated the metrics used to measure corporate governance and thus they measure the right things, but measure them badly. Similarly, some suggest that identifying individual programs or policies as best practices is a poor fit in the immigration context as the problem is too complex and not enough field research has been conducted.

That being said, interested groups are developing sources for the necessary guidelines and some metrics to measure the best practices in this field already exist. For example, to determine what qualifies as a best practice in the context of protecting human rights, UNESCO suggests accounting for: (1) “the administrative dimension of a policy,” (2) “the means of validating outcomes,” (3) “the socio-anthropological dimension of social entities designated as target groups,” and (4) the interpretation of the migrants’ needs. Given that metric, UNESCO interprets best practices as those that are innovative, sustainable, replicable and make a difference in recipients’ lives. Non-treaty states
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can evaluate programs developed in responses to treaties and determine if they satisfy such guidelines. The process is too new to draw any meaningful conclusions, but reports like those presented to the World Conference on Racism seem likely to provide the necessary information to design metrics to measure best practices. So international law reporting requirements may provide the data necessary to help determine what constitutes a successful program.

The implementation of best practices might also stifle some gains that would otherwise come to fruition. Best practices have often been critiqued as “one-size-fits-all” approaches. Case-by-case evaluation might better allow innovation. For example, best practices may stymie innovation when too narrowly defined or too frequently mimicked. In addition, policymakers may mistakenly adopt policies ill-suited to local or idiosyncratic conditions or fail to make relevant adaptations. Just as the corporate approach requires an ability to determine what can be replicated and what needs to be adapted—these concerns are particularly acute in the immigration context since human rights need to be socially and culturally grounded in order to succeed.

While certainly a relevant concern, some international law influenced best practices reflect an understanding of the importance of context. For example, at a best practices workshop, one commentator noted:

In many cases a service or program which works well for one group of immigrants in one context, may not work at all for another group in another context. Difference in language, ethnoracial and socioeconomic background, as well as circumstances of migration are factors which may call for program adjustments.

Likewise, UNESCO balances its attempts to distill successful strategies with an attempt to make best practices context-dependent based on the political, historical, cultural, socioeco-
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nomic, and institutional environment. In addition, RCPs might be ideally situated to take abstract international law principles and translate them into context-sensitive best practices. As RCPs often limit membership to those with shared interests and geographic proximity, local conditions may often be similar across member states.

The next several years should provide scholars with the necessary evidence to determine whether international law and its regimes have successfully distilled best practices in this area and whether non-member states have implemented them effectively. So rather than offering an answer, this section merely suggests that immigration human rights law helps develop and disseminate best practices, but that further work needs to be done looking at specific programs and recommendations to determine if they really satisfy the goals and objectives of such law.

C. Discourse

This paper also suggests that immigration human rights treaties can provide a discursive framework to improve the actual condition of migrants by tempering urges to otherize, dehumanize, and blame migrants. International law formation and dissemination can draw together an epistemic community of scholars, human rights activists and state actors interested in focusing on the human element of the migration issue. This paper hypothesizes that such a coalition might displace or at least supplement other frameworks through which individuals filter the identities of migrants. In making this suggestion, this section draws heavily on insights gleaned from the psychology literature which emerged to illuminate such related phenomena as genocides, mass killings, and victim blaming. Such studies and observations seem helpful in explaining the exclusion of certain populations from domestic communities and the need for law's protective and expressive force.

Realists and other international law skeptics frequently criticize the formation and promotion of human rights treaties as largely symbolic. In particular, critics have vociferously lodged this complaint in the migration area. These international law
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pessimists seemingly use terms like "symbolic" or "rhetorical" as code words to convey the argument that human rights treaties possess little or no value. Yet the symbolism and rhetorical power of international law itself can be quite meaningful in constructing migrants' identity through a human rights lens and contesting dominant perspectives of migrants as purely criminal or security threats.

Many of the serious human rights violations faced by migrants probably stem from their extreme societal exclusion. As detailed in Part I, migrants' otherness often makes them targets for abuse with limited official recourse. Once migrants are placed outside the norms of domestic communities, individual actors and states can more easily morally disengage from them. In this context, the manifestations of moral disengagement include the creation of inhumane working conditions not unlike slavery and concentration camps as well as the perpetuation of widespread and systemic physical, emotional, and sexual abuse.

An understanding of moral disengagement and its triggers help illustrate how policymakers might comprehend and combat the presence of such exclusionary behavior. Moral disengagement has been defined as the slow "process of detachment by which some individuals or groups are placed outside the boundary in which moral values, rules, and considerations of fairness apply."¹⁸² Such identification and exclusion of a defined group encourages people to act inhumanely in the face of situational inducements.¹⁸³ For instance, some scholars rely on moral disengagement, rather than the presence of sadism or intrinsic evil, to explain the Germans' treatment of Jews, gypsies, homosexuals, and disabled persons during the Holocaust.¹⁸⁴ Once a group has been recast as subhuman, society regards members of that group as not only lacking normal sensitivities, but also as requiring harsh means to influence their actions.¹⁸⁵ In other words, ordinary people and governmental agents begin to believe that only
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ill treatment and punishment will induce acceptable behavior from these outcasts.

Such moral disengagement is not inevitable; rather, psychologists suggest individuals possess a variety of mechanisms to encourage others, whether at the individual or societal level, to submit to moral disengagement. These processes include: (1) the combined dehumanization of perceived victims and blame of them for bringing the suffering on themselves; (2) the use of moral justification to redefine harmful conduct as honorable for the individual, group, or society; (3) the exoneration of bad behavior by comparison to worse behavior engaged in by the ostracized social group; (4) the creation of sanitizing language which deflects attention from the true nature of the exclusionary and dehumanizing acts; (5) the denial of individual agency of action; and (6) the downplaying or reconstituting of harm experienced by the ostracized social group.\footnote{Albert Bandura, The Role of Selective Moral Disengagement in Terrorism and Counterterrorism, 121, 124–36, in Fathali M. Moghaddam and Anthony J. Marsella, eds, Understanding Terrorism (Am Psych Assn 2005).}

The current treatment of migrants involves many of the processes that lead to moral disengagement. For instance, some communities perceive trafficked individuals as mere animals incapable of joining civilized society,\footnote{See James Buchanan, Some Third World Immigrants Want to Stone Women (Feb 1, 2007), available at <http://www.whitecivilrights.com/third-world-immigrants-want-to-stone-women_708.html#more-708> (last visited June 13, 2007).} and as ingrates who have brought on their bad conditions by making the decision to migrate.\footnote{Betsy Streisand, LA Chooses Sides: Cops vs. Aliens, US News & World Rep 10 (Apr 15, 1996) (“Instead of directing their anger at the out of control Riverside County Sheriff’s deputies, many LA residents turned on the people who were hit. Callers overwhelmed local talk-radio shows with arguments that illegal aliens who sneak into this country, take American jobs and don’t pay taxes should be content with whatever they get, including multiple blows with nightsticks. [One caller said. . .] ‘those wetbacks got what they deserved.”’).} Similarly, states and disgruntled groups justify harsh treatment of migrants by the state as necessary to preserve the greater good of the society—they contend that some may have to suffer in order to maintain resources for those who were there first. Governments and media might recast those harsh actions as better than those actions committed by the subclass of deviant migrants.\footnote{For example, many see immigrants as responsible for a disproportionate share of crime in European cities. Fabio Quassoli, Making the Neighborhood Safer: Social Alarm, Police Practices and Immigrant Exclusion in Italy, 30 J Ethnic & Migration Studies 1163, 1165 (2004).} Institutional power can also create conditions ripe for dehumanization as when authority figures exercise coercive
control over others and lack adequate constraints on their power.\footnote{Albert Bandura, *Mechanisms of Moral Disengagement*, in Walter Reich, ed, *Origins of Terrorism: Psychologies, Ideologies, Theologies, States of Mind* 181 (Cambridge 1990).}

Once triggered, however, moral disengagement is not an irreversible condition. Early experimental work suggests concerted efforts at humanization successfully counteract tendencies toward human cruelty.\footnote{Bandura, et al, 71 J Personality & Soc Psych at 371 (cited in note 183).} These studies reveal that such efforts foster interpersonal empathy even when it has not emerged naturally or has been dampened by external influences. In particular, seeing so-called “others” depicted as in-group members can “arouse empathic reactions to the[] joys and sufferings [of those previously seen as others].”\footnote{Bandura, et al, 71 J Personality & Soc Psych at 371 (cited in note 183) (discussing Milgram shock experiments).} Experiments also highlight the difficulty of abusing humanized persons—that people in positions of power behave much less punitively against personalized victims.\footnote{Waller, *Becoming Evil* at 274 (cited in note 182).} The recognition that a potential victim “has an actual identity, with flesh and blood and family” often triggers self restraint on the part of potential abusers.\footnote{Herbert C. Kelman, *Violence without Moral Restraint: Reflections on the Dehumanization of Victims and Victimizers*, 29 J Soc Issues 25, 48 (1973).} In other words, people find dehumanization and subsequent abuse more difficult to undertake when the potential aggressors perceive an other as “an individual, independent and distinguishable from others, capable of making choices, and entitled to live his own life on the basis of his own goals and values.”\footnote{Id at 48–49 (noting that the development of community requires seeing others as “part of an interconnected network of individuals who care for each other, who recognize each other's individuality, and respect each other's rights”).}

Thus, getting society to view potential and actual victims as simultaneously autonomous agents and also as a meaningful part of the larger, interdependent society can prevent or even reverse moral disengagement.\footnote{Id at 48–49 (noting that the development of community requires seeing others as “part of an interconnected network of individuals who care for each other, who recognize each other's individuality, and respect each other's rights”).} These experiments and observations have obvious implications for the role of international human rights law, although few legal scholars have pointed them out directly. Herbert Kelman, a noted psychologist working in this area, suggests “us[ing] every opportunity to individualize the targets of violence, at home or abroad. . . protest[ing] all implications that there are groups . . . that are subhuman and fair game. No attempt to exclude from the human community a group . . . must remain unchal-
In particular, he urges the importance of "challeng[ing] such attempts [to exclude groups from the human community] when they are made by public officials, and especially by officials who speak with the highest authority." This paper theorizes that international law may be just such an effort. It allows states to lend their voices to the individuation of migrants and their inclusion within state communities. States can accomplish such efforts through the emphasis of migrants' humanity through their ties to families, the language used to describe migrants' status, and the rejection of victim blaming.

A brief examination suggests the international law instruments discussed in Part II have codified such a humanizing approach. The human rights framework, as first promulgated in the Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who Are Not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live and more clearly articulated in the 1990 CPRMWF, attempts to humanize migrants. For example, the Declaration emphasizes their right "to protection against arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy, family, home or correspondence" as well as "the right to choose a spouse, to marry, to found a family" and the "right to retain their own language, culture and tradition." It reminds states that migrant workers are "social entities with families" and are "more than labourers or economic entities." The CPRMWF also grants migrants the right of family reunification and its text stresses that migrants, like other people, derive meaning from "the family [as] the natural and fundamental group unit of society [which is] entitled to protection by society and the State." The CPRMWF preamble emphasizes the vulnerability of migrants and the difficulties experienced by scattered families. In addition to the Section I protections of the CPRMWF, specific provisions identify the need to provide protections in a non-discriminatory manner and that "migrant workers and members of their families who are deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person and for their cultural iden-
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Similarly, the UN sponsored Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Discrimination produced the Durban declaration which takes affirmative steps to include migrants as part of a shared humanity by recognizing their positive social and cultural contributions.

Human rights treaties and their related regimes also humanize migrants through the language by which they identify them. Such international law rejects the construction of identity through terms like "illegals," "irregulars," or "undocumented," which focus on status rather than personhood and emphasize criminality rather than humanity. The choice to call someone a migrant worker or individual rather than illegal or undocumented worker may subtly influence perceptions of whether the person belongs to that community. While the earliest documents relied on the term "alien," the CPRMWF and the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the human rights of migrants, the 2001 World Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance, and The Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking all use the language of "migrants" and "migrant workers." Such a choice is mirrored in the Soderkoping Process. Whether such choices influence the language choices of those state actors involved in these processes, or filter down to the general population, remains to be seen.

In addition to humanizing migrants through drawing attention to their family and community connections, human rights treaties and discourse can also indirectly influence the treatment of migrants by countering domestic communities' tendencies toward victim-blaming. Victim-blaming is often a manifestation of the fundamental attribution error—the proclivity to attribute behavior and outcomes to individual qualities rather than situational factors. So, for example, a society might see the plight of migrants as resulting from the migrants' low moral worth, rather than stemming from the often impossible conditions and choices that they face. In turn, the fundamental attribution error is at least partially explained by the just world theory—the belief that the individuals possess control over the world and that the world is fundamentally just and thus good things happen to good
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people, whereas bad things happen to bad people.\textsuperscript{207} Accepting the role of randomness and luck in outcomes challenges people's need to believe in the fairness of the world. This belief in a just world is not a mere belief, it serves an important psychological function: it allows "one to invest in long-term goals and to do so according to society's rules for deservingness."\textsuperscript{208}

As a result of the fundamental attribution error and the belief in a just world, when one sees something bad happen to individuals or groups, one often engages in victim blame and derogation.\textsuperscript{209} This tendency is magnified when society perceives victims as meaningfully different from the relevant community or if their suffering is likely to be ongoing and difficult to remedy.\textsuperscript{210} Conversely victim-blaming is dampened when the people suffering are seen as similar to the witness,\textsuperscript{211} as empathy triggered by similarities can muffle or trump the instincts aroused by the belief in a just world.\textsuperscript{212} So, in this context, the belief in a just world allows individuals to continue believing that if they behave well, they will be treated well. The poor treatment of migrants stems not from bad luck or structural constraints or the uncontrollable and inhumane behavior of others, but because "they" fundamentally differ from "us" and act differently and deserve different outcomes than "we" do.

The fundamental attribution error as instigated by the belief in a just world may also influence victim behavior. Like external observers, the belief in a just world may encourage many victims, particularly women, to believe that they deserve what happens to them.\textsuperscript{213} Such beliefs may manifest themselves as either behavioral blame such as "I chose to migrate, therefore I deserve what happens to me in the process," or character-based blame such as "I am a bad person, and therefore deserve it when bad
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things to happen to me during the migration process." Studies of both Vietnam lottery number "losers" and paralysis victims confirm this type of self-blame in the face of randomness or accidents. Victims may artificially construct fairness in given situations, and they will use this to internally justify the situation. So even terrible abuse and other human rights violations come to be seen as fair and deserved. This self-blame in turn leads to "less reported injustice, less anger, and weaker attempts at change." Manifestations of the fundamental attribution error are not preordained; humans learn such responses and these reactions can be overcome. Attribution theory suggests that when third parties blame victims for their plight, outsiders will feel anger, yet when third parties blame situational causes, outsiders will feel pity. Altering notions about blame is difficult, but emerging social norms about child abuse and rape show that notions about blameworthiness can be changed.

International human rights law challenges the fundamental attribution error and the belief in a just world. Many states currently target enforcement efforts against trafficking victims while allowing virtually free reign to traffickers, corrupt officials, exploitative employers, and complicit customers. Such a focus supports a blame-the-victim mentality. In contrast, the human rights framework emphasizes the victims' relative lack of control over trafficking related problems and responsibility for ill treatment as well as emphasizing the pull factors that make recipient countries share in the responsibility for the negative outcomes. For instance, the CPRMWF highlights the vulnerability of migrants due to situational factors and the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights on the human rights of migrants assigns blame to states or individuals that oppress mi-
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grants, shifting fault onto the culpable party. Best practices may also operate to remind states and individuals to include migrants as a part of the relevant social community. For instance, the International Organization for Migration conceptualizes best practices as a way to bridge the gap between international human rights law and the consideration of migrants as “different, exploitable and outcast.”  

As mentioned above, when victims are seen as part of the in-group, it makes individuals more concerned about their plight.

While treaties and treaty regimes can help create and disseminate a human rights discourse to construct a humane identity for migrants, such discourse is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for improved treatment of migrants. Rather, this paper’s linguistic claim is a humble one—not all human rights language is persuasive, nor does it necessarily reach its intended audience. The mere existence of international law does not guarantee successful dissemination of human rights discourse. Yet the substance and the language used in immigration human rights treaties might reach individual community members in a number of ways. First, for those countries that ratify the treaties, the treaty becomes a binding obligation, often enshrined in domestic legislation. More importantly for this paper, RCPs and the media may pick up on the language used in the treaty and by involved policymakers. NGOs and other third parties, including sub-national governmental units, may be influenced by such treaties and in turn, start using such language. National human rights institutions may disseminate the principles through their outreach and education programs. Of course, NGOs and governmental entrepreneurs still have to choose to employ this discourse over other potential discursive frames such as law enforcement or criminalization. Some early evidence suggests the discourse of human rights can enter domestic practice, but at this time, it is too early for more than optimistic predictions.
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D. A Case Study: Italy's Voluntary Integration of International Law

This paper concludes with a brief case study of Italy's voluntary integration of the CPRMWF, a treaty which it has not ratified. Rather than conduct an exhaustive investigation of Italy’s immigration policies, this section provides a discrete example of how unratified international law influences domestic law. Finally, this section notes some of the domestic push-back on Italy’s pro-international-law stance and the difficulties of implementing human rights legislation.

In the last twenty-five years, an increasingly large number of illegal migrants have settled in Italy and thus Italy has become more concerned with how to balance the provision of migrants' rights with border controls. Italy’s large informal economy and the proliferation of small enterprises seeking cheap labor attract many migrants who now comprise about two percent of the domestic population. Common migrant occupations include housekeeper, street vendor, agricultural day laborer, construction worker, and manufacturing employee.

Despite its non-ratification of the CPRMWF, others often laud Italy for using an immigration model based on treaty dictates, with strong protections for migrants' rights. Many migrants believe they can freely obtain medical care and easily acquire lodging and that the police are relatively tolerant of the
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migrant population. Moreover, Italy has offered five different forgiveness periods for immigrants, most recently in 1998. So the conventional wisdom has been that Italy is a rather friendly place for migrants.

Despite the view that Italy has a tolerant attitude toward both regular and irregular migrants, many of its immigration laws of the last twenty-five years were rather restrictive. In an instance of the initiation of the moral disengagement described above, Italian scholar Giuseppe Scortino depicts the early 1990s anti-immigration legislation as part of the mechanism by which immigrants were constructed as “a symbolic category easily differentiated from the natives and functioning as a reserve other.” Such concern about migrants gave rise to a moral panic which in turn led to further anti-immigration legislation. In particular, nationwide immigration acts increased border controls through surveillance, the use of the military, and heightened penalties for smuggling. Scortino suggests this law and order approach stemmed from the dominant rhetorical vision of immigration as a phenomenon out of control. . . . The more that prospective immigrants [were] portrayed as huddled masses trying to enter the country by any means and at any cost, the more difficult it [was] to see them, once entered, as rational and deserving people with whom to share willingly a common space.

The popular press depicted immigration as an epochal event and people often spoke of immigrants as invaders. Politicians emphasized the importance of Italy’s cultural authenticity and
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ethnic purity and “legitimised, at least to a certain extent, the practice of social exclusion of immigrants in everyday life.”\textsuperscript{240} The delayed processes of regularizing immigrants also fostered such moral disengagement by increasing the linkages between immigrants and native criminals. The grouping of immigrants and criminals in turn served to “confirm[] the ethnic stereotypes and delay[] the growth of social control mechanisms internal to migration networks.”\textsuperscript{241} The heightened domestic anxiety spawned numerous violent incidents against immigrants\textsuperscript{242} and anti-immigration demonstrations proliferated.\textsuperscript{243}

Despite harsh immigration laws and negative rhetoric from both the popular press and government officials, international law helped facilitate Italy’s eventual movement to a more progressive stance on the treatment of migrants. International immigration human rights law influenced Italy in two ways. The first, and more traditional route, involves the implementation of its treaty duties. For instance, in 1981, Italy signed ILO convention No. 143 on irregular migration.\textsuperscript{244} Within four years, the Italian government created domestic divisions to monitor the instantiation of migrants’ rights. The law that eventually emerged from the domestic implementation of its treaty duties provided generous rights for migrant workers, rights such as equal pay for equal work, family reunification, and a vague right to cultural identity.\textsuperscript{245}

More interestingly, despite its failure to ratify the CPRMWF, Italy looked to this treaty in designing its 1998 Turco-Napolitano Law,\textsuperscript{246} the first comprehensive Italian immigration law.\textsuperscript{247} As a result, this law embodies many human rights principles. The goals of the legislation include: safety and security measures for the benefit of Italian citizens, pluralism and com-
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munication measures to produce mutual respect between citizens and migrants, and most notably, full rights for legal immigrants and basic rights for undocumented immigrants.\(^{248}\)

In particular, the legislation reflects a concern for the familial, housing, and cultural needs of migrants. Legislators expanded mechanisms for legal entry, including visas for family reunification.\(^{249}\) No mandatory waiting periods exist, judges adjudicate family reunification claims quickly, and newly entering spouses no longer need wait a year before working.\(^{250}\) The Turco-Napolitano Law provides individuals who have been trafficked with a special residence permit,\(^{251}\) and also creates temporary hosting centers. Under the law, some migrants have access to public housing.\(^{252}\) The act also foresees the use of cultural mediators, funds multicultural programs, and provides support for migrants to maintain both their native language and Italian.\(^{253}\)

Moreover, the Turco-Napolitano Law provides a generous set of rights to migrants. Documented immigrants receive rights comparable to Italian citizens for civil rights,\(^{254}\) job placement, pensions, public health, and housing. Undocumented migrants receive rights to all "essential health services and treatments."\(^{255}\) Undocumented minors have the right to public education. No requirement exists "to check individual requests for entry against the availability of workers already present."\(^{256}\)

Such changes have also been reflected in government and popular speech. For instance, the statement of the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs at the 55th General Assembly of the UN reflects what may be "a notable shift in official approaches to immigration policy."\(^{257}\) This statement focused simultaneously on the need to preserve immigrants' dignity and the need to filter such policy through UN rules.\(^{258}\) In addition, this government official recognized that "[a] Europe built on fear, for example,
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would ultimately cast immigrants as the imaginary enemy, as a race apart. Any effort to overcome such negative stereotyping should be applauded, such as the Conference on Racism.\textsuperscript{259} Some political discourse still reflects a view of immigrants as generally being an other within the Italian community,\textsuperscript{260} but even those that do this condemn xenophobia and the exploitation of undocumented workers.\textsuperscript{261} Similarly, an ethnographic study of Foreigner Office employees reveals a strong value of seeing each immigrant as equal before the law\textsuperscript{262} and demonstrates flexibility in favor of migrants in promoting family reunification.\textsuperscript{263} Studies of popular discourse reveal that the importance of human rights prevents Italians from explicitly blaming immigrants for their conditions.\textsuperscript{264} As one commentator notes, immigration discourse is closely intertwined with notions of human rights, solidarity and multiculturalism. Ethical principles of justice and respect for cultural difference, social values, in particular solidarity towards the poor, and political notions, such as equality and fairness, are used to defend the social rights of immigrants and the need to regularise those who are already established in Italian territory.\textsuperscript{265}

Such language suggests a marked change from attitudes expressed during the moral panic of the 1990s.

Yet in practice, the Turco-Napolitano Law has also been used to repress immigrants.\textsuperscript{266} The law contains new restrictions on the repeated renewals of residence permits.\textsuperscript{267} It also allows administrative and extra-judicial detention for some migrants as well as limiting access to some professions to Italian or EU citi-
In addition, legislators have pushed back against the Turco-Napolitano Law. The 2002 Bossi-Fini Law modified the Turco-Napolitano Law in several ways. In particular, Bossi-Fini restricts family reunification to dependent children that experience total invalidity (lack of health) and for parents over the age of sixty-five that have no other children in their country of origin. This law also expands the deportation and detention power of the state. So many migrants, including minors, find themselves in detention centers without the ability to challenge the lawfulness or arbitrariness of their detention. That being said, the Bossi-Fini Law does not repeal the antidiscrimination components of the Turco-Napolitano Law nor does it dismantle any other of the social or family rights of immigrants.

Thus, migrants are likely better off than they were in the early 1990s. For instance, the number of family reunification permits has substantially increased along with greater enrollment of foreign students and more jobs for immigrants and a decrease in the wage gap. Italy implemented the human rights aspects of the Turco-Napolitano Law with concrete benefits accruing to immigrants. The popular press changed its depictions of migrants to emphasize their mistreatment and downplay the use of racial categories. Of course, many migrants still suffer from abusive work conditions and ill treatment by the authorities, and many experience discrimination and racist vio-
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Yet the CPRMWF moved into domestic legislation and counteracted the processes of moral disengagement.

Such evidence suggests that immigration human rights treaties can help effectuate modest gains even in countries that do not ratify them. Without sustained political support, however, they will not achieve major social change. Thus, advocates may wish to help states develop mechanisms to effectively disseminate the human rights message of the legislation and of the treaties.

CONCLUSION

Immigration human rights treaties, regimes, and discourse help construct a new vision for the treatment of migrants and their families. While the direct influence of international law on state practice through ratification and domestic implementation may be limited, international law influences states and societies through many different mechanisms. This paper emphasizes the alternate influences of human rights treaties through agenda setting for regional consultative processes, the dissemination and distribution of best practices, and the creation of a universalizing, humanizing discourse that can counter moral disengagement from migrants.

None of these non-legal functions guarantee an improvement in the condition of migrants, but some early optimism seems warranted. RCPs are attentive to the existence of immigration human rights treaties and are developing action plans that incorporate some of their insights. Groups distilling and disseminating migration best practices use treaties to help guide their objectives and their measurements. Finally, international law provides a mechanism to codify and publicize a discourse that emphasizes the humanity rather than the otherness of migrants which can help forestall moral disengagement.
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